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1. What are the traits of an effective school board director?   Tell us why you are running 
for this position and how you are uniquely qualified to serve the WCASD community in
this role. Please include your experiences with/in the public education system.

I am running for the WCASD- School Board,  because I have a passion for education and 
support our schools mission.  My  two older daughters have graduated from the WCASD and 
now are in college.  We have two more in the district and our son will be  in kindergarten next
fall.   One of my four daughters is currently in  Stetson Middle School  and one in  Sara 
Starkweather Elementary school. I have frequently volunteered my time, to help with field 
trips , school events and activities. This long time commitment  to the schools for over 20 
years, has  given me  a great perspective.  I am  also the President of the Board of The 
Concept school. Using this private school experience and decades of parent knowledge in the 
district, I know I can help the district navigate issues and assist in creating proactive policy 
and goals.
Many things go into being an effective board member,  background in the district, listening 
and working with others.  This is a team effort for the well being of the children and also the 
residents that live in the district.

2. The West Chester School Board serves many constituents with varied concerns: parents
of all students (pre-school, public, parochial, cyber/charter, home school), seniors, 
individuals with no children, teachers, business owners, etc.  How will you, as a school 
board director, encourage and maintain healthy relations between the Board and 
those constituents?

The WCASD is a diverse population,  this can lead to many opportunities to improve long term
goals for all parties.   Strong goals,  policy planning and communication,  from all party’s 
must be taken into consideration with any decisions.  I am a big believer in research, I find 
knowing the facts and background on a topic very helpful.  All voices must be heard.

3. In the past five years, what has the WCASD done well?  Are there areas where you 
would you have done things differently?  Please provide examples. 

The WCASD does many things well.   I believe, one thing we could do is draw more from our 
community.  I have given talks about sustainability in farming and Local history.  We have 
tremendous resources where we could draw more from local talents to inspire and educate 
our students.  Having these programs is cheaper than fields trips and still gives the students 
an outside look at various topics.  
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4. Discuss the role standardized test scores should play in the following areas:

a. Measuring student achievement
b. Evaluating teacher performance
c. Evaluating school administrator performance

         
      There is a lot that we can learn from standardized test scores but they also do not give us a
complete picture.   They should be used as a guide but not the ultimate learning gauge.  Our 
teachers need to be able to teach the approved curriculum and not spend so much time 
teaching to a test.  
        A performance rating on  a teacher or  administration should include multiple  forms of  
feedback to create a fair and accurate picture.   Creating an appropriate weighting for these  
tests is important, knowing we need a wide angle lens to see the whole picture.  

5. What are three objectives, in order of importance, that you want to accomplish during
your time on the school board?  How will you go about achieving them?

Many things come to mind,   One of the most important is forecasting the community 
needs for school design, staffing needs and adaptability for the future.  Chester county
is growing and as the population changes and education progresses we must have a 
plan for the population.   Interaction with Townships, borough, and county levels to 
forecast the needs to planning can be more effective.   

The second accomplishment must be the way to pursue  immersed learning through 
coordination.  ju Taking a topic and  coordinating themes of learning.  This will provide
a well rounded and full enjoyment of a topic.   I have seen this used and the method 
can add so much to a topic.   I want to give our schools options for teaching topics and 
be able to try new methods as education changes.

The third accomplishment would be the support of extra activities, such as after school
sports, music, arts and theater.  These can be a great way to build confidence, social 
skills. Supporting after school groups and actives can strengthen many talents that can
be used after graduation.  I would like to peruse these topics with support from the 
community, to help cover any costs and efforts.   When I helped Rustin with the 
theater program for several shows, I was very impressed on how the community and 
parents came together.    This builds bridges in many ways.   We can expand this 
stewardship to other areas.  Getting people engaged and involved only helps make 
stronger community and schools.


